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• In a nutshell
• Extends car access to nearly every neighborhood in 
LA
• Most heavily used in areas with less personal car 
access
• Ridehailing narrows but does not erase differences 
between riders
The need for occasional car access
Sources: Ralph 2015, U.S. Census 2015, NHTS 2009, Garasky Fletcher and Jensen 2006
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Audit study: 1,704 Lyft, Uber, and taxi trips
• Wait times
• Cancellation rates
• Driver characteristics
Site 1 Site 2
FINDINGS
1. General patterns of service
2. Differences across rider characteristics
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Technology isn’t a clean slate.
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• Language
• Accessible vehicles
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• Clear metrics & data linked to these goals
• Equity at the neighborhood and individual level
• Data of users and non-users
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